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Now entering its third iteration, the Planning and Land-Use 

Strategies Summit (PLUS2) convenes a cross-section of experts 

to hear 15-minute lectures from innovators who share ideas and 

research on the development of urban areas. 

The result of this sharing is a substantive dialogue on how we 

can enhance our collective work to make cities better places to 

live for all people.

On March 15th 2015, LURN introduced the theme of “The Informal 

City” to PLUS2 attendees at the Southern California Institute of 

Architecture (SCI-Arc) in Los Angeles.

In every city, there are individuals and entire communities, sustaining 

themselves through measures that are beyond the reach of “formal” 

institutions and governments. These unseen operators are responsible 

for the food we eat; they make the clothes we wear; they support 

larger systems that often fail to recognize their value; they make 

sure that our communities are better versions of themselves. 

These are the people that make up The Informal City.

OVERVIEW
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Annette M. Kim, Ph.D., is Associate Professor at the Sol Price School of Public Policy. She is also the 

Director of SLAB, the newly formed spatial analysis laboratory at Price that advances the visualization 

of the social sciences for public service through teaching, research, and public engagement. Her current 

research examines the livelihood strategies of migrants and immigrants in rapidly growing Asian cities 

through spatial ethnography and humanistic cartography. 

Bill Roschen is a principal at Roschen Van Cleve Architects and a past president of the Los Angeles City 

Planning Commission. Bill’s career manifests the new paradigm of “citizen architect” as a civic leader 

who can engage communities in thoughtful conversations required to advance infill and redevelopment 

projects to make neighborhoods sustainable, affordable, livable and healthy. Bill received his Bachelor of 

Arts in Architecture from Arizona State University with an emphasis in sustainable design and holds a 

Masters degree in Architecture from Columbia University, with an emphasis in city planning and urban 

architecture, historic preservation and philosophy aesthetics. He and his partner, Christi Van Cleve, conceived 

and currently teach a four-part series of graduate seminars and a Certificate and Master’s Degree program at 

Woodbury University School of Architecture and have initiated the UP (Urban Policy) program and Policy 

Tanks within the School of Architecture. 

Camilo José Vergara is a New York City-based photographer known for documenting the poorest and 
most segregated communities in urban America. An urban sociologist by training, Vergara has been 
documenting the informal evolution of cities and the different use of urban spaces for over 40 years. 
The first photographer to ever receive the National Humanities Medal, his photo documentations have 
informed many of his books and have also earned him recognition as a MacArthur Fellow.

David Ambroz is the Director of Corporate Citizenship & Social Responsibility at Disney | ABC Television 
Group. In that role, David leads DATG’s pro-social and philanthropic efforts, aligning charitable giving 
and other pro-social activities with the business and brand objectives of DATG. Prior to joining Disney, 
David was the Executive Director of Los Angeles City College Foundation. David received a juris doctorate 
from the UCLA School of Law. He also has a Bachelor’s Degree in Political Science from Vassar College, 
Poughkeepsie, VA. David resides in Hollywood, California with his husband. In his free time, he serves 
as the President of the Los Angeles City Planning Commission; serves as a California Child Welfare 
Commissioner, serves as a Commissioner with the ABA, is a contributing writer to Huffington Post, serves 
as the co-Chair of the Central Hollywood Neighborhood Council Beautification Committee, and currently 
serves on the board of the CHA Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital.

Katie Pace, Ph.D., is a food gardening educator with Sustainable Food Center, a Texas-based non-profit that 
seeks to cultivate healthy communities by improving access to nutritious food. She has a Doctorate of 
History from the University of Melbourne, where she completed a comparative study of interwar progressive 
movements in Australia, England and the United States.  While studying abroad, she discovered a love 
for food gardening. This passion, in conjunction with her long-time concern for social justice, exposed her 
to food justice movements as well as permaculture, a philosophy and set of practices that seek to create 
sustainable food growing systems. 
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Mark Bustos is a hairstylist in New York City. He traveled to the Philippines in 2012 and was struck by the 
number of impoverished children, so he rented a barbershop and started cutting hair for the local less 
fortunate to give back. This inspired him to spend every Sunday providing free hair cuts for the homeless 
in the streets of New York City. He created the hashtag #BeAwesomeToSomebody on social media as a 
platform to inspire individuals to post photos of themselves doing random acts of kindness. In addition 
to providing high-quality haircuts to the homeless, Mark is informally activating public spaces by cutting 
hair on sidewalks, streets, and public plazas. His work has been featured in large national media outlets 
like the New York Times, CNN, and ABC World News.

Max Podemski is the Planning Director at Pacoima Beautiful, a member-based environmental health and 
justice nonprofit working in the Northeast San Fernando Valley where he has led the organization’s efforts 
to improve mobility and open space. Max co-authored the Pacoima Wash Vision Plan which calls for the 
conversion of the channelized Pacoima Wash into a multi-modal greenway and park. This plan has been 
incorporated into official planning documents for the City of Los Angeles and the first park along the Wash 
is set to open in the coming year. He has also spearheaded efforts to create the Bradley Plaza, one of the 
first new public spaces built under the city’s People St. Program. Max also serves on the cities Pedestrian 
Advisory Committee as the representative for Council District 6.  He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Urban 
and Environmental Policy from Occidental College and a Master of Science in Urban Planning from 
Columbia University.

Miguel Luna is the Founder of Urban Semillas and a principal at DakeLuna Consultants. He is a 
native of Colombia, an avid reader and longtime advocate of community playing an active role in city, 
state and nationwide policies. An urban resident of Los Angeles for over 25 years, Miguel has been 
commuting mostly on bike and public transportation after giving up his car in 2005. He specializes in 
cultivating relationships with and between community-based organizations, businesses, elected officials, 
environmental organizations, academia, governmental agencies, and individual stakeholders at the 
grassroots level.

Vinit Mukhija, Ph.D., is Vice Chair and Associate Professor of Urban Planning at the Luskin School of Public 
Affairs at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). His research focuses on informal housing 
in developing countries and “Third World-like” housing (including colonias, unpermitted mobile home 
communities, and illegal garage apartments) in the United States. His work also examines how planners 
and urban designers in both developing and developed countries can learn from each other, and from 
the everyday and informal city. Mukhija is the author of Squatters as Developers? Slum Redevelopment 
in Mumbai (Ashgate), and the coeditor of The Informal American City (MIT Press). He holds a Ph.D. from 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Yvette Lopez-Ledesma is Deputy Director at Pacoima Beautiful. Yvette oversees Mercado Pacoima, a 
project that promotes access to healthy food in low-income communities. Through this project she and 
her team are surveying residents of Pacoima to create an inventory of food producing homes with the 
goal of creating a space where residents can share food, get healthier and build community. Yvette 
earned her Bachelor of Arts in Urban Studies and Planning at CSUN and also earned her Master of Public 
Administration in the Urban Planning track at CSUN. Yvette currently serves as a member of the RE:Code 
LA Zoning Advisory Committee, and the San Fernando Valley METRO Service Council.
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AGENDA



Street Vending in Vietnam: 
How Vendors Contribute to Public Space and 
the Local Economy

Annette Kim, USC/SLAB (Spatial Analysis Lab)

Water Conservation Panel: 
What We Can Learn from Informal Practices

Resolving California’s Water Crisis: Rain and Greywater 

Systems and the Contradictions between Public Health 

and Environmental Sustainability

Dr. Katie Pace, Sustainable Food Center

The Culture of Conservation Across Generations: A Look at 

Water Management Strategies Through a Social Lens

Miguel Luna, DakeLuna

Planning Commissioners Panel: 
How the “Informal” Can Influence the 
Public Sector’s Planning Processes

Bill Roschen, Roschen Van Cleve Architects (Past LA City 

Planning Commission President)

David Ambroz, Disney | ABC Television Group (Current LA 

City Planning Commission President)
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Pacoima Beautiful: Informal Planning

Max Podemski & Yvette Lopez-Ledesma, Pacoima Beautiful

Informal Housing

Vinit Mukhija, UCLA

Los Angeles and the Evolution of Black and 
Latino Neighbohoods: 1992-2015

Camilo José Vergara

 

#BeAwesomeToSomebody: Haircuts to the 
Homeless in Public Spaces

Mark Bustos, Three Squares Studio
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Los Angeles should legalize street vending. In Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam for example, street vendors are 
supported by the community and are able to contribute positively to public spaces and to the local economy. 
In fact, economic activity taking place on sidewalks supports 30% of the economy (via employment and food 
supply). According to a recent study by the Economic Roundtable, street vending in Los Angeles supports over 
5,000 full-time jobs. For every $1 earned by a food vendor, an additional $1.58 in economic activity is generated.

Los Angeles should incentivize collaboration between small businesses and street vendors on key 
commercial corridors. In Ho Chi Minh City storefront owners see street vendors as a value-add for their 
businesses, protecting their store fronts and helping them with maintenance and safety.

Cities should harness the potential for greywater systems in California to help residents conserve and 
recycle water. 99% of California’s water needs are met by secondary water sources (i.e. reservoirs) which are 
rapidly drying up. If Los Angeles were to recycle its grey water, 100% of the city’s outdoor water needs would 
be met along with half of its toilet flushing needs. This recycling would even provide urban residents with a water 
surplus which could then be used to localize food production in urban environments, reducing agricultural water 
use.

Los Angeles should continue to encourage lawn replacements with adaptive, native and drought-resistant 
plants with special emphasis on neighborhoods that engage in heavy water use. Beverly Hills uses seven 
times as much water as Boyle Heights, whereas Boyle Heights has three times the residents.

As California manages the drought, it should encourage job growth and training in sectors focusing on 
environmental sustainability, such as community-controlled urban and vertical agriculture. There are 
170,000 people who work in landscaping and grounds maintenance in Southern California; 82% of them work on 
single family maintenance. As we transition into new forms of landscaping, California has to be intentional about 
supporting workers who may need additional training.

Cities should work more closely with grassroots communities to highlight their innovations and identify 
those that could inform policies or scale-able programs. Some informal activities have the potential to be 
transformative programs, or the foundation for impactful policies such as community food swaps and vacant lot 
activations. Other activities may be better suited to exist in the “in-between” of the formal and informal sectors. 
Leaders and practitioners should work hand in hand to learn about all types of activities: formal, informal or “in-
between,” to ensure that policies are responsive to how people are using urban areas. 

Los Angeles should create a simple process to help people convert their informal secondary housing units 
into formal housing. Los Angeles is in the midst of an affordable housing shortage and with 300,000 unpermitted 
units all over the county, converting these units could help mitigate the housing crisis.

Cities should prioritize the responsible development of its public spaces to encourage people to engage 
their neighbors and their community. Many city residents use sidewalks, plazas, alleyways, and other public 
spaces to eat, play, and foster community. Leaders should invest in these areas and give residents tools to 
activate them.

At PLUS2, speakers and guests made a variety of important connections and generated many ideas on how practices in “The 
Informal City” can inform our work to build stronger, more sustainable communities. Here are some recommendations the team at 
LURN walked away with:

RECOMMENDATIONS



The Planning and Land-Use Strategy Summit (PLUS2) is hosted 

and curated by Leadership for Urban Renewal Network (LURN). 

LURN is a nonprofi t, community development organization based in Los Angeles 

with a mission to bring people together to design, build and promote sustainable 

communities that allow people to live their greatest potential.

www.LURNetwork.org
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